The Wooly Enquirer

4 September 2009
The school year approaches near, and many 4th Dougians are celebrating the end of a successful migration back into the depths of 4th Doug. In their absence, Darol was hard at work cleaning up the Outer Moose Zone with his specialized team of Anti-Moose StormTroopers. And through the guidance of his magical arms, he transformed the Hainen Memorial Bathing Center into a Cubs-Fan-Free Zone.

In Brief:
✙ A Joe with Pizza has been Spotted! A Wild Gromer Special Op Division has been dispatched to handle the situation.
✙ Beckerville is experiencing considerable mobilization delays as its bureaucracy attempts to destroy that titanic army of emails.
✙ Join Little Brian next week on an episode of In Search of the Next Brett, a new show chronicling the journeys of the Bodine Talent Search Committee. Magic Cards required.
✙ Rumor has it that Jon is attempting to install a nuclear reactor somewhere in Bursley Hall. No doubt, it could satisfy the energy needs of our proposed petting zoo.
✙ A large cargo ship parked itself next to President Gibbs’ Residence today (Apparently his taxpayers opened up a new seaport). Commence \m/ Operations.
✙ Lina Lee appears to be caught in an inter-dimensional vortex. Oh wait that’s the back of a moving truck. Never mind.

Announcements:

SUBMITTING TO THE WOOLY
Alright I want to make this official. As of today, the Wooly Enquirer is officially accepting “Guest Articles” and “Guest Images.”

We had a few of the latter last semester (I Beat Kenny Badge, Fake Brian Magic Card), but by all means, articles accepted too.

Just keep it clean; Ice Cream Trucks will be used as necessary.

DIRECTORY RELEASES THIS WEEK
Truly he is Wastefulness Incarnate, hiding in his quietness: Jon Gregoire

The only one classified as mighty Dude-Dwelling Dino... Chris Fiebelkorn

Bringer of all things T and proud owner of a man-purse: Jake Mills

We fear the FBI may still be looking for this 4th Dougian: Nikhil Paradkar

He’s probably at an Install Linux Party: the 100% real Bryan Schumaker

Just go to the 4th Doug Page on the Website. Enjoy!

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!